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Abstract of the talk:

Hybrid functional materials based on phosphazenes and silica for
nanomedical applications
Among different synthetic platforms, hybrid silica-based materials have gained much attention
in many potential nanotechnology areas (such as optoelectronics, catalysis, biosensing or
nanomedicine).[1] In particular, mesoporous silica nanoparticles have set a precedent in the
area of controlled drug delivery.[2] Their thermal stability, biocompatibility, rigid framework,
large pore volume to allow loading various drugs, and large surface area to easily functionalize
gates-like responsive units for controlling the release on-demand under pathological conditions,
are features that makes them stand out candidates.[3-5] Nevertheless, such materials typically
do not show an inherent biodegradability, an essential requirement for long-term use in
therapeutic applications.[6] Interestingly, the incorporation of emerging potential degradable
units, such as polyphosphazenes within the silica framework may drive towards future
promising purposes,[7] such as degradable drug delivery carriers. Thus, we combined both
materials to create advanced functional organosilica phosphazene-based hybrid nanoparticles
as future degradable nanomedicines. Moreover, precise movement manipulations, like the
control over the velocity and direction, are still limited but particularly desirable on the
fabrication of more efficient cellular nanovehicles.[8] Mesoporous silica micro/nanomotors are
our more recent focus of investigation[9] and we believe that these advanced responsive
systems could solve the challenges for future active drug delivery.
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